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SEE YOUR
REPUTATION
TREND UPWARDS
IN REAL TIME

The IC5 Premium Experience



When it’s time to integrate performance and awareness 
across your whole property – or your entire portfolio – then 
you’re ready to step up to the advanced capabilities of the 
IC5 Premium subscription.

For your staff, IC5 Premium means big-data analytics 
and coordination across properties, in real time, from 
anywhere. For guests, it means the consistency and 
attention to detail that the world’s most desirable 
properties are renowned for.

The trends and insights
See how you’re performing now and what to do next. 

IC5 Premium gives you a summary overview with essential 
insights at a glance for what’s happening today, and 
deeper insights into trends like guest comfort and energy 
optimization, so you can plan for tomorrow. 

You can also custom-filter your dashboards and export 
just the data you want directly to PDF or CSV reports. This 
versatile filtering and reporting increases the value of your 
data – for example, quickly generate a list of rooms that are 
rented but unoccupied and ready for housekeeping, or a list 
of rooms which are offline from the energy management 
network and wasting energy.

The portfolio dashboard 
Filter properties by level of service, size, or location, and 
sort by a range of ranking metrics to quickly identify high 
performers, as well as those that need attention.

The analytics dashboard 
Delve into the next level of detail at the property level and 
find out what’s influencing performance, based on a variety 
of scoring metrics.

The guest comfort score
A unique metric to assess how seamless your guest 
experience is in each room. Derived from a proprietary mix 
of in-room data points such as sleep quality, alarms and 
alerts, thermostat usage, and temperature set points.

The sustainable hotel
Overall energy optimization is derived from the heating 
and cooling savings at each property (comparing its 
energy management system to the performance of a 
traditional thermostat). This metric can be viewed at the 
property or portfolio level.

The property score 
A by-property ranking of guest comfort, energy 
optimization, and other IC5 scoring metrics to give you 
a weighted rank for each of your properties, compared 
against industry benchmarks.

Drawing from 30 years of collaboration with some of the world’s 
most admired resorts and hotel brands, we’ve developed a suite 
of capabilities to monitor and analyze your entire portfolio of 
properties. It’s the insight you need to optimize comfort and 
energy use, while delighting guests from check-in to check-out.

ANALYTICS AND DASHBOARDS FOR YOUR FULL PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO-LEVEL ANALYSIS
FIRST-CLASS PERFORMANCE
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